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“...excellent...”    Ruth Ridley – Daughter of the late John G. Ridley

“...I heartily commend...”    George Galieh – Evangelist / Radio Broadcaster

“...help to infl ame the hearts of each one of us...”    Don Stanton – Maranatha Revival Crusade

“...inspirational reading of the highest order...”    Rev Steve Mayo – Chairman, Australian Fellowship of Bible Believing Churches

“...Peter Rahme is to be congratulated for bringing the story - and its meaning - to a new generation...”
Alan Gill – Former - Sydney Morning Herald’s Religion writer

“...a true life story...so real!!  I loved the simple English in which it was written, making it easy to be read and understood by all.”

Flora Santos – Recording Artist  

“...Peter Rahme accurately recaptures events that draw the reality of eternity.  Since I read the story of Arthur Stace, the word eternity has had a 
whole new impact in my life.”

Rev. Silas Issa – Senior Pastor International Baptist Church

“...Well, here’s Peter Rahme’s lively pen and research at work again.  By this reprint, he’ll garner new admirers and bless old friends about Arthur 
Stace, as he did for John Newton.”

Rev. Les Nixon – Author & Director - Outback Patrol

“...Arthur Stace has from ETERNITY, raised the awareness of ETERNITY to billions around the world, ...Peter Rahme, by this book, has helped 
further that witness.”

Rex Beaver – Personal friend & co worker of Arthur Stace

“...Peter captures the ‘Mr Eternity’ gospel rescue mission in such a way that you will feel the depth of commitment that Arthur Stace had for his 
Saviour and the lost. Whilst reading each page, you will have a passion to also reach out to turn around the apparent ‘hopeless and helpless’ for 
eternity.”

Chief Inspector Gary Raymond APM, OAM (Rtd.) – Leader, Christian Police Association of NSW

“Long before the giant single word Eternity was mechanically sparkled onto the iconic 
Sydney Harbour Bridge,” writes Peter Rahme, “it had been written over 500,000 times, 
manually and by the small hand of one solitary man. This one-word sermon appeared, 
in perfect elegant copperplate style on the pavements of Sydney’s streets, and on the 
footpaths of its suburbs and beyond. Wherever this word appeared, it mystifi ed some 
and fascinated others. For many years the mystery remained: “who wrote it?” When the 
mystery writer was fi nally discovered, the Sydney press nicknamed him Mr. Eternity. 
His real name was Arthur STACE.”

Caught the heart of one man
Changed the lives of many
Challenged the mindset of a multitude


